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TEACHING GUIDE
Pre-Reading Discussion
1.Look at the art on the front and back covers of the book, as well as the
spot art on the title page. What does it tell you about this book? What is
the setting? What clues to Cynthia Moss’s life do you see?
2. Think about the term “Field Scientist” in the subtitle. What do you think it
means? What qualities do you think a field scientist needs in order to be
successful?
3. Spend time discussing the illustrations in the book. Gather as much
information and meaning as possible without reading the accompanying
text. List all details students notice and their interpretation of these details.
What is a Savanna?
Build student background knowledge of the African savanna/savannah
before introducing A Passion for Elephants. You might want to share one
of the following books if they are available to you:

African Savanna (Community Connections: Getting to Know Our Planet
series) by Josh Gregory
African Savanna by Donald M. Silver
or, information from these website links:
“World Biomes: Savanna.” Kids Do Ecology.
http://kids.nceas.ucsb.edu/biomes/savanna.html
“Savanna Biome.” BioExpedition.
http://www.bioexpedition.com/savanna-biome/
If you are able to access YouTube in your school, an excellent short film
is:
“Life on the African Savanna.” YouTube.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9bQNRVyI4I0
Becoming: Character Traits That Lead Us to Life's Work
Introduce a discussion of character traits necessary for a particular job
and how they might differ from acquired skills.
Begin by asking kids about an important adult in each of their lives and
what that person’s job is. Then ask: What are some character traits (not
skills) that job requires? List the job and possible character traits below as
the conversation evolves. Follow up by discussing whether that person
might have possessed the identified trait as a child. Now move the
conversation beyond the personal. Offer examples of school members
such as the principal, the nurse, the social worker, the janitor. Ask: What
are some character traits each job requires? Might they have had any of
these traits as children?
Then, read A Passion for Elephants. Ask: What key character trait does
author Toni Buzzeo say that Cynthia Moss possessed from childhood? How
do you think it enabled her to become a pre-eminent elephant researcher
and spokesperson?

Save the Elephants!
After they have listened to A Passion for Elephants, engage students in a
discussion of how and why Cynthia Moss’s work has moved from
elephant research to elephant activism. Ask: Why are elephants in critical
danger? What is Cynthia Moss doing to help save them?
Then, visit the Amboseli Trust
for Elephants website at
https://www.elephanttrust.org/.
Cynthia Moss is the founder and
director of this long-standing
conservation organization. Read
students her introductory letter,
and then explore the site to learn
what they are doing to save
elephants. If at all possible, access
YouTube, and be sure to watch the
film Amboseli Trust for Elephants
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=4NYm5VuKeoU. There students
will meet both Cynthia and her
elephants!
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Conclude this activity by asking students to write or write and draw
(Kindergarten) an opinion piece about why African elephants must be
saved. Be sure your assignment meets the writing standards and
requirements for your grade level.
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Investigations: Elephant Families
Cynthia Moss has spent the research portion of her career learning
about and closely following the elephant families of Amboseli National
Park in Kenya, Africa. And while not every animal family is organized
around a matriarch (the oldest female in the family), elephant families
are. After reading A Passion for Elephants, read author Toni Buzzeo’s
other elephant book, My Bibi Always Remembers. If you have any difficulty
locating a copy, you can hear it read aloud on YouTube at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l0WeWdf8t4M.
Ask students: What important job does the grandmother (matriarch) do?
What important jobs do the other adult females do?
Then, ask your students to undertake an investigation of elephant
families. Read resources aloud to very young children or let older
children explore on their own, asking them to be on the lookout for
interesting facts about the roles of adult females in the family structure.
Read the excellent article at the National Geographic Kids site at
https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/animals/mammals/facts/africanelephant or the article at Animal Fact Guide site at
https://animalfactguide.com/animal-facts/african-elephant/. Another
excellent source of information is the San Diego Zoo website at
https://animals.sandiegozoo.org/animals/elephant.
Which Elephant?
After reading and discussing A Passion for Elephants, launch a short
research project about the three different kinds of elephants. Either as a
whole group (Kindergarten), in small groups or pairs (Grade One), or
individually (Grade Two-Five), choose one of the three groups of
elephants to study: African savanna elephants, African forest elephants,
or Asian elephants.

Use informational books as well as print and online reference
resources. Instruct students to look specifically for information on the
elephants’ habitat, physical characteristics, and behavior and to record
these facts on the Which Elephant? graphic organizer.
Once students have lists of facts about their elephant group, challenge
them to present their information to the group orally and invite the
group to ask the speakers questions in order to clarify or to seek
additional details.
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This guide was created by the author, Toni Buzzeo.

Which Elephant?
A(n)____________________elephant lives in a habitat like this:

A(n)____________________elephant looks like this (physical characteristics):

A(n)____________________elephant does these things (behavior):

